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DEC 2021
The new "NDB", which includes the BRICS grouping "China, Russia, India, Brazil and South
Africa", announced that Egypt joined the Bank He said that Egypt is one of the fastest growing
countries in the world and has a leading economy in the Middle East and Africa.

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/2/2022 7:44 AM]
[Forwarded from Ukraine War Report]
[ Photo ]
 Is Russia really is in isolation?

Here's a list of countries that have already refused to associate with sanctions against Russia.
Others are hesitating. Listings that are not exhaustive.

🔹 Moscow partners in the BRICS group (Brazil, India, China, South Africa). 41% of the world
population.
🔹 The countries of OSC (Belarus, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan).
🔹 Azerbaijan and Moldova have abandoned anti-Russian restrictions. But the most surprising
thing is Georgia's position.
🔹 Latin America (Mexico, Argentina, Venezuela, Guatemala, Colombia, Cuba, Nicaragua,
Chile).
🔹 The Middle East (Syria, Egypt, Turkey, Iraq, Iran).
🔹 The Balkans (Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina).
🔹 Hungary, yet a member of the European Union.

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/2/2022 7:51 AM]
Do you see how the world is breaking off into Eastern and Western economies?
AIIB
CIPS
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Goldilocks 🧂, [3/8/2022 11:48 PM]
New Development Bank
The Bank started by the BRICS nations in 2014
The New Development Bank (NDB), formerly referred to as the BRICS Development
Bank, is a multilateral development bank established by the BRICS states (Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa).[1] According to the Agreement on the NDB, "the Bank
shall support public or private projects through loans, guarantees, equity participation
and other financial instruments." Moreover, the NDB "shall cooperate with international
organizations and other financial entities, and provide technical assistance for projects
to be supported by the Bank."[1]

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Development_Bank

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/8/2022 11:50 PM]
New Development Bank updates: NDB enters 2022 in expansion mode
Development bank established by BRICS approved the admission of Bangladesh, Egypt, UAE
and Uruguay

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-development-bank-updates-ndb-enters-2022-i
n-expansion-mode-301460273.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/20/2022 11:59 PM]
Five firms representing BRICS nations ink pact to mine gold
Five players from BRICS nations inked agreement to develop the Kluchevskoye gold deposits
located in the Chita region of Russia at pre-production investment of $400-500 million.
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https://w420404ww.financialexpress.com/industry/five-firms-representing-brics-nations-ink-pact-t
o-mine-gold//lite/

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/28/2022 5:39 PM]
India's Sun Gold, China National Gold to go ahead with Siberian gold project
India's Sun Gold and China National Gold are launching a joint gold mining project in
Russia's Siberia region

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-safrica-brics-russia-gold-idUSKBN1KG32X

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/28/2022 5:49 PM]
BRICS is an acronym for the powerful grouping of the world's leading emerging market
economies, namely Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. The BRICS mechanism
aims to promote peace, security, development and cooperation.

https://www.gov.za › events › fifth-...

Fifth BRICS Summit - general background - South African ...

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/28/2022 5:49 PM]
Look for the brics digital gold platform to go live any moment.

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/29/2022 1:04 PM]
Folks, we are within 1-3 days of the BRICS Sun Gold platform going live.This encompasses the
following countries...
Brazil
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Russia
India
China
South Africa

These countries represent the emerging market economies. Once these eastern countries have
a gold backed digital platform, it changes everything in the banking system.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [3/31/2022 11:25 AM]
[Forwarded from Disclose.tv]
[ Video ]
JUST IN - Putin: "Unfriendly countries" must pay for Russian gas in rubles from April 1. #Russia
will halt gas contracts if buyers don't pay in rubles.

@disclosetv

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/1/2022 7:03 AM]
# Sun Gold
# BRICS


There are 223 billion shares left to buy as of this morning at 3 am. When these shares are
bought, the Sun Gold - BRICS digital platform goes live.

This platform reaches into all of the Eastern Countries of the World, and it will give them a digital
gold backed financial system.
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The countdown to a new global digital asset backed economy begins today.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/1/2022 1:48 PM]
Sun Gold - The BRICS Digital Gold Platform has completed it's 1st sell cycle. At any moment,
you will see the implementation of a digital asset backed Eastern economy.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/1/2022 3:59 PM]
The BRICS digital gold platform just went live.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/5/2022 9:14 AM]
The formation of the BRICS Healthcare System Platforms are beginning to go live.

Brazil, Russia, India, China, and Saudi Arabia are forming an alliance that will influence the new
healthcare system going forward.

We are experiencing the beginning stages of a new global infrastructure in healthcare and in
business. The birth of a new global society is underway.

* Goldilocks
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Goldilocks 🧂, [4/5/2022 10:14 AM]
Consulting platforms are beginning to go live as well today on the BRICS Protocol 20 financial
system.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/7/2022 8:37 AM]
https://thewire.in/world/amid-sanctions-against-russia-brics-can-lead-the-change-towards-nation
al-currency-payments

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/7/2022 8:50 AM]
Protocol 19
(REGULATION and Transfer Of Wealth)

Protocol 20
(Merging of QFSystems)

These two protocols are happening as we speak. I have been witnessing many changes this
week in the crypto space as the digital economies from many platforms all over the world are
merging into one single quantum financial system.

As far as the banking system and the markets are concerned, this is the revaluation process
taking place at this time through a digital economy allowing cross-border international trade to
be possible.
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At the conclusion of this new financial setup, you will begin to see the currencies in paper form
find their real values due to the increased demand upon each country's currencies in the digital
space.

This new money velocity creates more value over time and real value based upon actual
calculated data through artificial intelligence inside a quantum computer regulating and
implementing real time values at the point of sale.

* Goldilocks

https://m.thewire.in/article/world/amid-sanctions-against-russia-brics-can-lead-the-change-towar
ds-national-currency-payments

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/7/2022 12:23 PM]
[ Photo ]
The sovereign gold bonds are about to go live. As a part of the brics system, this will move
forward the ability of the Brazilian, Russian, Indian, Chinese, and South African countries to
move forward inside a gold backed financial institution.

This implementation of a gold backed platform will create a mountainous avalanche that can no
longer be stopped for the rest of us.

Here we go.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/7/2022 12:39 PM]
The sovereign gold bonds of the brics system will supply a digital backing for many of the
currencies we all hold.
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* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/9/2022 11:04 AM]
"Russia calls for integrating BRICS payment systems"

Here we go. Activation of the BRICS payment system will execute protocols 19 and 20 in the
digital asset backed financial system.

What does this mean?

We are about to go live under a full implementation of the QFS. Liquidity on all financial,
healthcare, and educational platforms are presently being  activated.

A new global infrastructure is underway.

* Goldilocks

https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russia-calls-integrating-brics-payment-systems-2022-
04-09/

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/9/2022 11:18 PM]
Russia Urges BRICS Nations To Create Own 'SWIFT' System, Warns 'Sanctions Are Destroying
International Order'
“...destroying the foundation of the existing international monetary and financial system based
on the US dollar”

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russia-urges-brics-nations-create-own-swift-system-war
ns-sanctions-are-destroying
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Goldilocks 🧂, [4/10/2022 3:48 PM]
[Forwarded from WhipLash347]
[ Photo ]
Sanctions push BRICS states towards closer ties – Moscow

Ukraine-related Western sanctions are pushing BRICS countries into closer economic
cooperation at an accelerated pace, Russian Finance Minister Anton Siluanov said on Saturday
during the first meeting of finance ministers and central bank governors of the BRICS countries,
chaired by China.

According to the finance minister, the “current crisis is man-made,” and the BRICS member
states – Russia, Brazil, India, China, and South Africa – “have all the necessary tools to mitigate
its consequences for their respective economies and the global economy on a broader scale.”

Siluanov says the current US dollar-based international financial system should be reformed to
ensure “independence and continuity of economic processes.”

MORE: https://www.rt.com/business/553614-sanctions-brics-states-russia/

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/10/2022 8:21 PM]
Russia calls for integrating BRICS payment systems | Reuters
https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russia-calls-integrating-brics-payment-systems-2022-
04-09/

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/20/2022 9:24 AM]
Many gold and silver platforms are beginning to be built outside of the BRICS system now.
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Each country's gold and silver reserves are being held within these digital ledgers. Each of
these platforms represent the physical value of what is held in their respective countries.

And, they are going live. This is a stair step approach rolling out the reevaluation of a global
economy.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/20/2022 8:23 PM]
India's Sun Gold, China National Gold to go ahead with Siberian gold project
India's Sun Gold and China National Gold are launching a joint gold mining project in Russia's
Siberia region, the two companies

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-safrica-brics-russia-gold-idUSKBN1KG32X

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/21/2022 8:57 AM]
We have talked in this room about the Indian Rupee being pegged to the Russian Ruble.

About a month ago, we saw this in an article that was posted in this room.

When this is implemented, look for the Russian Ruble to raise the value of the Rupee.

In order for this to work well, the Sovereign Gold Bonds will need to be activated. It will provide
the liquidity it takes for this to occur. By the way, this is on imminent status.

At this point, we will have the BRICS system capable of pegging their currencies to like
currencies supported by these Sovereign Gold Bonds.

Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa form the alliance we call the BRICS system.
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A liquidity base will emerge to allow a domino effect for several Eastern countries to come on
board.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/22/2022 8:25 AM]
[Forwarded from Sergeant News Network]
[ Video ]
SWIFT shift: BRICS members to introduce their own financial system
SHARE (https://t.me/SGTNewsNetwork) this far and wide
Join Us👉 @SGTnewsNetwork (https://t.me/SGTNewsNetwork)

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/22/2022 8:50 AM]
I am waiting for the BRICS sovereign gold bonds platform to go live today or over the weekend.

The BRICS gold platform has already gone live. This will be the shift towards a new banking
system under a gold standard we are looking for in the Eastern half of the world.

It will be a powerful shift that has the capacity to begin to change the way we do global business
going forward.

Tomorrow, Dee and myself have a meeting with the same group of international bankers that we
met with last weekend.

I will know more about where we are over the weekend. Have a wonderful day my friends.

* Goldilocks
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Goldilocks 🧂, [4/25/2022 12:44 PM]
Regulations for virtual assets are moving rapidly at this point for global adoption.

Look for countries to begin moving at various times during this process.

Many countries trade together more than others that will cause baskets of digital currencies to
go forward in groups.

India was recently given the nod to go ahead with virtual assets in the banking system. Notice,
they are the holders of the sovereign gold bonds inside the BRICS Nations

* Goldilocks

https://www.benzinga.com/node/25328934

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/27/2022 7:53 AM]
Turkey wants to join BRICS because it's disappointed in NATO and EU – analysts
By floating the idea of Turkey joining BRICS, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan seeks to
diversify Ankara's foreign policy, with

https://www.rt.com/news/434685-turkey-join-brics-eu-nato/

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/27/2022 10:39 AM]
Did you know that most wars we encounter have something to do with a belief system or a
financial system? The Ukraine conflict is no different. I am not going to go into the details of the
geopolitical situation. Everyone is very aware of the issues.

Let's take a look at what is happening behind the scenes.
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We currently have many countries shifting over to the CIPS system. "The Chartered Institute of
Purchasing and Supply (CIPS) is an international organisation serving the procurement and
supply chain profession and it exists to help promote good practice in the industry."
https://www.michaelpage.co.uk › w...
What's the value of a CIPS qualification? | Michael Page

Russia is currently asking other countries to move into a gold backed financial system and
Turkey is presently asking to be a part of the BRICS System. If this is successful, can you
imagine what would have to happen with the newly formed Bank Iraq has placed inside the
Turkish economy?

We have many countries tokenizing their gold supply. And now, companies are starting to get
involved in the game. The business side of the digital economy is one of the final phases and a
big phase to move the global digital asset backed economy forward.

Many digital pilot projects have already began, and they are finalizing their final steps in this
new virtual asset global community.

It is time to keep a close eye on the markets as they shift into high gear for their final
transformative event.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [4/28/2022 1:18 PM]
More and more payment platforms are currently going up around the world on the Quantum
Financial System. Regulation guidelines for virtual assets are winding down.

The next step will be to liquidate the business platforms that will make it possible to move
money around and into Technology, Education, Healthcare, Science, and much much more.
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Each day we are getting closer and closer to those Sovereign Gold Bonds going live. Turkey is
a big addition to the BRICS system as they will influence the Iraqi Bank in their own country.
Look for a renegotiation of their present contracts that will have to be correlated under new
guidelines based upon liquidity provided by the sovereign gold bonds.

The SGBs will liquidate the digital and paper currencies many of us hold from the East. This and
one final piece of the puzzle will activate the new global economy under a digital asset backed
financial system.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [5/7/2022 8:53 AM]
There are four State Bank of India Platforms on the Quantum Financial System. Two of them
have gone live.

They are tied to the Sovereign Gold Bonds. The SGB platform is yet to go live, but it is
imminent. Each of these have connections to the BRICS Nations. And now, we have Elon musk
telling us he is going to buy the SBI.

When it comes to money, there are no accidents. Rather, you will notice well thought out
predictive market planning strategies applied to these acquisitions.

Nothing can stop what is about to happen.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [5/9/2022 8:02 AM]
Protocol 19 testing begins today, and it has been scheduled to last for 30 days.
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The testing will be over digital assets and their ability to function on the new Web 3/Quantum
Financial System.

I look for early testing to take place with digital stablecoin currencies that belong to the Brics
system. These countries govern the currencies many people hold in the Dinarland.

The Sovereign Gold Bonds will go a long way into the concluding phases of these virtual assets
that will back our currencies.

Platforms have already gone live in some of these currencies waiting to be tested with new
assets backed by the metal market.

The conclusion of this testing will be June 8th or 9th. Anything can happen during this time if
one or more of the currencies you hold has a digital asset that's been approved ahead of time.

Look for the markets to continue to transition into this new economy causing havoc inside the
old Financial System during this process.

The Russian Ruble already has a virtual asset backed by gold. Others are on the way.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [5/13/2022 9:47 AM]
"The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Friday said its Regulations Review Authority has
recommended the withdrawal of additional 239 redundant circulars."

As you can see from this article,  India is tightening up their regulations on the banking system
which includes the digital economy. This will go a long way in being able to clear up the books,
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so India can now proceed with their Sovereign Gold Bonds and activate the BRICs Nations
giving asset backed liquidity to their monetary system.

Watch for new money to begin to flow from the East to the West. They are now in the
implementation phase of several countries going forward.

* Goldilocks

https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/banking-finance/rra-recommends-withdrawal-of-239-
more-circulars-rbi/2523868/

Goldilocks 🧂, [5/19/2022 11:17 AM]
[Forwarded from WhipLash347]
❗China proposes expansion of BRICS - Chinese FM

Subscribe to RT

BRICS + T?

Goldilocks 🧂, [5/25/2022 11:02 AM]
Russia calls for integrating BRICS payment systems
Russia, hit by Western sanctions, has called on the BRICS group of emerging economies to
extend the use of national currencies and integrate payment systems, the finance ministry said

https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russia-calls-integrating-brics-payment-systems-2022-
04-09/
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Goldilocks 🧂, [5/26/2022 3:24 PM]
[Forwarded from ✨Quantum Stellar Initiative✨ ( ༒☬ 𝓟𝓪𝓽𝓻𝓲𝓸𝓽𝓠𝓪𝓴𝓮𝓼 ☬༒  (🦅🍰))]
[ Photo ]
‼HUGE NEWS‼
Saudi Arabia and Argentina have expressed interest in joining the BRICS format-Lavrov

https://twitter.com/azmilitary1/status/1529895737580036096?s=21&t=hhaOU7vWO8Z9wPlEXY
TYNA

Join us here:
@QuantumStellarInitiative
@QuantumStellarInitiativeChat
Assets on Lobstr ✅QSI.xmint.io
http://www.QSIResources.com (http://www.qsiresources.com/)
https://youtube.com/channel/UChCxSaSZyyvFnMINo3sUQtQ

Goldilocks 🧂, [5/27/2022 10:05 AM]
The digital banking system has been in transition for some time now. Stellar is The Ledger Coin
that will record and make this process possible.

Ripple will be the transactional coin to complete the process.

StableCoins will be utilized to represent a country's currency.

Banks have been in logistics training for some time to adapt to the new changes going forward.

BRICS is a prominent interconnected network that will be a vital anchor of the new monetary
system. Several new countries in the east are beginning to form new alliances to the new
BRICS system.
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This is why we are witnessing so many gold platforms being added to the Quantum Financial
System.

Several gold platforms are being updated as we speak beginning today. It is a process that is
built in layers with a single purpose in mind to support each of our assets with real values based
upon a commodity that is actually worth something.

It may appear to be quiet on the surface today, but many monetary platforms are being
implemented with new values in the next two weeks.

One of the ways this is actually being done is through a Sovereign Wealth Fund.

* Goldilocks

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/economics/08/sovereign-wealth-fund.asp

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/4/2022 1:21 PM]
The BRICS Financial System has a new future acronym. It is BRICST.

Yes,  a verbal okay was given for Turkey to be added to the BRICS System.

You can now purchase the  new BRICST Asset on the new QFS Platform that has gone live.

Sounds like a done deal to me.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/5/2022 12:10 PM]
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202205/1266202.shtml
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Goldilocks 🧂, [6/5/2022 12:11 PM]
BRICS Group Expected To Expand Soon: China
The Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa (BRICS) grouping is expected to begin an
expansion process to include new developing country members, according to the Chinese
govern

https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/for-the-first-brics-groups-is-expected-to-begin-expansion-says
-chinese-foreign-ministry-3017921

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/5/2022 8:42 PM]
[Forwarded from Cosmic Light Force]
[ Video ]
BRICS is announcing their new financial system!🚨👀🚨

They are publicly leaking out how the Treasury has taken over the Federal Reserve — this
happened in 2018 & it ended with the vatican raids in 2019-2020.

Is Treasury Slowly Taking Over the Federal Reserve?
https://www.wsj.com/articles/is-treasury-slowly-taking-over-the-federal-reserve-11587571884

Gold investors bet against Fed as war threatens paradigm shift
https://www.mining.com/web/gold-investors-bet-against-fed-as-war-threatens-paradigm-shift/

BRICS is setting up their new system publicly now. This is part of the new Quantitive Financial
System (QFS)
https://t.me/drue86/17112

Russia returns to Gold standard!!!
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https://t.me/drue86/16531

THE DEATH BLOW TO THE CENTRAL BANKING SYSTEM WILL KILL THE DEEP STATE.
💀💀💀
https://t.me/drue86/7459

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/11/2022 9:34 PM]
BRICS, the development of a new commodity-based super-currency in Central Asia could end
the dollar’s global hegemony.

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/protection-currency-collapse

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/12/2022 9:51 PM]
[Forwarded from QFS - GESARA - NESARA]
China is calling for an expansion of the BRICS. At this point, there is a serious possibility that
Turkey, Argentina, Venezuela, Saudi Arabia and Iran will join this bloc. The fact that Saudi
Arabia and Iran, countries that have always been enemies, could be in the same alliance may
seem surprising, but it is not so surprising when we take a closer look at what is happening in
the Arab world. Saudi Arabia has been increasingly dismissive of Washington for some time.
Riyadh has already considered accepting Chinese yuan for the sale of its oil, a move that would
be a fatal blow to the petrodollar, an increasingly shaky pillar of Rothschild finance.

The Saudis recognize that the Euro-Atlantic bloc is losing influence and are opportunistically
trying to move to the other camp. The fact that even Saudi Arabia, a state created by the
Anglo-Zionist establishment, is considering abandoning its traditional reference points is an
even clearer sign of the crisis in which these powers find themselves.

The BRICS seem destined to become the world's leading geopolitical bloc. A bloc in which there
is no domination of one power over another, but a mutual respect for national sovereignties. We
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are in a unique historical transition. We are moving from a unipolar to a multipolar world. The
protagonists of the future are the sovereign nations.

@GESARAandNESARA

https://www.business-standard.com/article/international/actively-support-russia-s-move-to-expan
d-brics-bloc-says-china-122052701398_1.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/21/2022 1:00 PM]
[Forwarded from WhiteDragon]
Russia First of 209 Nations to Break from Cabal SWIFT System and Implement Gold Standard:

Mar 9 – Bretton Woods 3 – Russia “invading” Ukraine set off the chain of events to End the Fed
by crashing the existing monetary system and switching over to CBDC:
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6326

Mar 10 – Basel III is a way to legally shut banks down for non- compliance:
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6369

Russian Banks no longer subject to Basel III: https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6367

Basel III Psy-Op: https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6371

Mar 24 – even Blackrock admitted the “Russia-Ukraine war was ending globalization”:
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/6983

Mar 25 – “Russia has left the SWIFT banking system and has adopted a gold backed currency.”
= end of globalism and no digital-ID : https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/7033
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Apr 11 – “Russia has defaulted on its foreign debt, CNN reports” :
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/7679

Apr 14 – Russia, hit by Western sanctions, has called on the BRICS group of emerging
economies to extend the use of national currencies and integrate payment systems :
https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/7751

Apr 29 – Russia to Gold Standard: https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/8525

GESARA = 1 done, and the rest to come! https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/8526

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/22/2022 9:24 AM]
Russian SWIFT replacement ready for BRICS – Putin
Russian President Vladimir Putin has announced that the country’s financial messaging system
is open to BRICS countries

https://www.rt.com/business/557620-russian-financial-messenger-brics/

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 8:13 AM]
On June 22nd, 2022, Putin met with all countries interested in building an international currency
based upon the new gold backed BRICS(T) financial system. It will be the new International
Reserve Currency.

Today, they are continuing and finishing up these meetings with the expectation of a declaration
at the end of these meetings regarding this new coalition.

"The leaders of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa will be focusing on the state of
affairs and prospects of multifaceted cooperation within the [group of] ‘five’ in the political,
economic, cultural and humanitarian areas. They are also expected to touch upon pressing
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international and regional issues. The key agreements will be reflected in the summit’s final
declaration," the statement says.

I am expecting an announcement today regarding their decision to move forward under a gold
standard.

Once this is in play, the status of the dollar as the World Reserve Currency will be officially
challenged on a global scale.

This is a day that will go down in history that will mark a turning point in the way Global Finances
are done.

* Goldilocks

https://tass.com/economy/1469823

https://tass.com/politics/1469907

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 10:04 AM]
Global de dollarization has began.

The Russian president added that Moscow considers the theme of today's meeting, ‘Foster
High-quality BRICS Partnership, Usher in a New Era for Global Development’, relevant. He
drew attention to the fact that the complexity and transnational nature of the challenges and
threats the international community faces require a search for collective responses with the
bloc’s active participation.

https://tass.com/economy/1470419
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Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 2:36 PM]
Here are a few highlights of today's events.

* Goldilocks

MOSCOW, June 23. /TASS/. Russian Finance Ministry paid Eurobond coupon in rubles.

https://tass.com/economy/1470313

MOSCOW, June 23. /TASS/. The Bank of Russia considers it fundamentally important to switch
to settlements in national currencies, primarily in rubles, the regulator's first deputy governor
said on Thursday.

https://tass.com/economy/1470507

MOSCOW, June 23. /TASS/. Turkish bank Halkbank has begun servicing Mir cards, the Russian
payment system said on its website on Thursday.

https://tass.com/economy/1470489

MOSCOW, June 23. /TASS/. The BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa) are deepening their cooperation on the entire agenda with the bloc’s authority growing
year by year, Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Thursday at the BRICS summit held in a
videoconference format.

https://tass.com/economy/1470419

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 4:01 PM]
Cooperation on currencies
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The five leaders acknowledged "the importance of strengthening the Contingent Reserve
Arrangement (CRA) mechanism, which contributes to strengthening the global financial safety
net and complements existing international monetary and financial arrangements." They also
welcomed the "central banks’ further cooperation on the payments track."

https://tass.com/world/1470585

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 4:08 PM]
"The BRICS countries are carrying out an important initiative to configure a new financial and
monetary system that will be open to all countries of the world and will not use international
banking as a political tool to attack and harm other countries."

https://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202206/23/WS62b3da17a310fd2b29e68181.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/23/2022 10:10 PM]
BRICS developing new global reserve currency – Putin
Russian President Vladimir Putin has announced that BRICS countries are working on a new
international reserve currency

https://www.rt.com/business/557627-brics-developing-global-reserve-currency/

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/24/2022 12:39 PM]
The third quarter of this fiscal year is a turning point for the dollar as well as the markets.

I look to see the Federal Reserve pivot from rapid increases in interest rates - to what degree is
unknown.
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From the information that is coming in this morning, the dollar is about to be significantly
challenged.

This will be the leveling off process allowing money to go from a major currency to the emerging
market currencies.

Watch closely what happens to bitcoin by the end of the month. You are already seeing several
coins being moved from Bitcoin and into the altcoins that are perceived to be a value going
forward.

Keep your eyes on the BRICS System. The Russian rubles will be the currency many other
countries use as a model to standardize their currency through gold.

This never has been a push of the button. It is a process by which the ever evolving nature of
money is revealing preferences determined by the consumer confidence of those who use it.

Expect major shifts in all economies in July, August, and September. None of them will look the
same at the end of the next quarter.

Yes, the next 3 months will determine new values placed upon economies around the world.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/24/2022 12:47 PM]
Watch for the sovereign gold bonds to be released any moment now. This will fuel the campaign
for the BRICS system to move forward with their gold backed Financial System.

Word is from Whiplash347 that this SGB campaign will begin on Saturday.

Here we go.
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* Goldilocks

https://www.zeebiz.com/personal-finance/news-sovereign-gold-bonds-last-day-to-subscribe-sgb-
series-1-issue-price-at-rs-5091-per-gram-rs-50-discount-for-online-applicants-187858

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/24/2022 3:01 PM]
The Russian Ruble has strengthened to pre-conflict levels. Putin has been very strategic and
purposeful.
1. He’s charging rubles for oil and gas sales, not dollars and euros, so other countries are using
his payment system.
2. Russia changed its policies toward cryptocurrency, and can now use it in foreign trade, and
as a means of paying.  Citizens of Russia have opened more than 12 million wallets, storing
more than 10 trillion cryptocurriences, such as RUB.
3. He got them off the swift system, away from the central banking system, and backed the ruble
with gold so it would have value, unlike the worthless US dollar. The deep state is very
dependent on the dollar. As the dollar falls,  so does the deep state.
4. He’s working with the Brics nations to develop the new gold backed system. More countries
are considering joining, getting off the old swift system.

Donna

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/26/2022 11:39 AM]
How America ends - Putin announces new BRICS global reserve currency to replace the
dollar

https://citizens.news/632776.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/27/2022 6:30 PM]
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⚡Iran and Argentina applied to join the BRICS — M. Zakharova.

Goldilocks 🧂, [6/28/2022 3:44 PM]
[Forwarded from WhipLash347]
[ Video ]
❗Turkey Agrees to Support Finland and Sweden’s NATO Membership Bids

“Our joint memorandum underscores the commitment of Finland, Sweden and Türkiye to extend
their full support against threats to each other’s security,” the parties said in a mutual statement.

NATO Secretary General Stoltenberg added that alliance leaders will invite Sweden and Finland
to become members officially on Wednesday.

Subscribe to RT

This won't happen, just like i think Ethereum 2.0 upgrade won't happen Wednesday
Turkey have joined BRICS
EVENT TIME
Q just mean't this for sure.
#RedLine
#DropTheReports
#DefaultSeason

Is this lining up for Wednesday 4AM they are scared?
Drop Reports at 6am [DC]
11am London.
Queen down.
Markets will collapse
Then Election Flip also Wednesday.
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Huge things are about to happen.

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/1/2022 5:31 PM]
Watch the brics system. We have some major announcements coming out this weekend
regarding several new platforms that are connecting themselves to this new gold backed
monetary system.

* Goldilocks

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/2/2022 9:04 AM]
"The feds told us they were not going to buy any more bonds." This information comes from an
experienced trader in the bond market.

"Several big jumps in inflation have forced the Federal Reserve to drastically tighten policy.  One
of those policies had been to buy lots of bonds, including those that specifically underlie the
mortgage market.  More bond buying demand = lower rates.  As the Fed backs out, rates are hit
with the double whammy of high inflation and less buying demand."

And yesterday, we saw the 2-year, 10 year, and 30-year bond market charts fall in unison.
Then, we saw a dead cat bounce at the end of the day. A dead cat bounce occurs when a
market falls from a great height. It will not be sustainable unless the feds change their mind and
start putting money into the bond markets again.

The housing market has made a turn. It is beginning to collapse along with the market. This is a
deadly duo. This pullback along with a dollar being used less around the world puts us on a
course towards finding real values.

As the Western markets fall, the Eastern markets are turning towards the BRICS Financial
System for support. Their gold platforms are growing on the Quantum Financial System daily
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and they are live. Each of these platforms represents a country who is integrating their platform
into a larger platform.

As the old financial guard fades away, a new one is rising above the horizon. It is shining across
the land like the morning sun, and these rays are turning everything into gold the light touches.

* Goldilocks

https://www.mortgagenewsdaily.com/markets/mortgage-rates-07012022

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/2/2022 10:08 AM]
Germany is joining BRICS. They are beginning to really stack up folks.

* Goldilocks

https://www.newsweek.com/nato-grows-china-russia-seek-bring-iran-saudi-arabia-fold-1720780

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/2/2022 4:24 PM]
Massive Implications, Saudi Arabia in Discussion to Join BRICS Coalition - The Outcome Would
be Global Energy and Economic Cleaving - The Last Refuge
In early June Fed Chairman Powell stated, “rapid changes are taking place in the global
monetary system that may affect

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/07/02/massive-implications-saudi-arabia-in-dis
cussion-to-join-brics-coalition-the-outcome-would-be-global-energy-and-economic-cleaving/
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Goldilocks 🧂, [7/3/2022 7:07 PM]
"According to the Fitch report, the number of countries in the list of countries that are in default
or whose bond yields in the financial markets indicate that this has happened is 17, which is a
record level."

"These countries are Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Zambia, Lebanon, Tunisia, Ghana, Ethiopia, Ukraine,
Tajikistan, El Salvador, Suriname, Ecuador, Belize, Argentina, Russia, Belarus and Venezuela."

Is it just me, or does anyone else notice that most of these countries are in process of applying
for the BRICS Financial System?   😉

* Goldilocks

https://search4dinar.wordpress.com/2022/07/03/17-countries-will-default-on-debts-russia-and-ar
ab-countries/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/4/2022 9:33 AM]
You will want to keep a close set of eyes on what's happening here. Saudi Arabia and Iran are
looking into the BRICS settlement system. And now, they are meeting in Baghdad.

If this alliance grows, we could see liquidity come from a new emerging source for Iraq.

Watch BRICS.

* Goldilocks   😇

https://search4dinar.wordpress.com/2022/07/04/an-informed-source-announcing-the-restoration
-of-relations-between-iran-and-saudi-arabia-will-take-place-in-baghdad/
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Goldilocks 🧂, [7/4/2022 9:27 PM]
The Biden Factor: Saudi Arabia Is in Discussions to Join the BRICS Coalition with China
and Russia and Move Away from US with Potentially Explosive Consequences
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/07/biden-factor-saudi-arabia-discussions-join-brics-coa
lition-china-russia-move-away-us-potentially-explosive-consequences/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/5/2022 3:56 PM]
XIV BRICS Summit Beijing Declaration
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/eng/zxxx_662805/202206/t20220623_10709037.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/6/2022 5:05 PM]
Like it or not, the BRICS as a global governance architecture representing the Global South is
here to stay with an expanded policy agenda. The BRICS may even try to entrench their unique
role by developing an alternative global financial system that is not based on the US dollar.

https://www.eastasiaforum.org/2022/07/04/the-second-coming-of-the-brics/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/7/2022 9:41 AM]
ARGENTINA INCOMING:
https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/business/2101547-argentina-says-has-chinas-support-to-j
oin-brics-group

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/7/2022 3:00 PM]
BRICS countries can make a greater contribution to world, says India’s Ambassador to
China
https://newsonair.gov.in/Main-News-Details.aspx?id=443735
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Goldilocks 🧂, [7/7/2022 3:04 PM]
BRICS emerging as strong rival to G7 – The Island
http://island.lk/brics-emerging-as-strong-rival-to-g7/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/11/2022 2:44 PM]
BRICS media called on to facilitate growth - Chinadaily.com.cn
http://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202207/11/WS62cb658ba310fd2b29e6b810.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/12/2022 4:33 PM]
RBI Unveils Rupee Settlement System For International Trade."

"The Reserve Bank of India unveiled a rupee settlement system for international trade,
according to a notification on Monday."

"Under this mechanism for international trade settlements in rupees, banks will need to seek
prior approval to use, the RBI said in a release on Monday."

"The order takes immediate effect and the mechanism is designed to "promote growth of global
trade with emphasis on exports," the RBI said."

Remember, the Rupee is pegged to the Russian Ruble. Both are part of the brics monetary
system and backed by gold.

India is the country with the Sovereign Gold Bonds.

Gold will liquidate the bonds and the bonds will liquidate many of the countries' currencies you
and I hold in the BRICS Nations.
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* Goldilocks

https://www.ndtv.com/business/rbi-unveils-rupee-settlement-system-for-international-trade-3147
752

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/12/2022 7:28 PM]
BRICs Currencies Are Challenging The U.S. Dollar For Cross-Border Payments
BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) call for cross-border payment in BRICS
currencies to challenge the U.S. dollar. Read now!

https://gsiexchange.com/brics-currencies-are-challenging-the-u-s-dollar-for-cross-border-payme
nts/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/15/2022 12:08 PM]
The move from the Petro Dollar to a Gold Standard digital banking system is closer each
day.

Saudi Arabia's move from the Petro Dollar to the Crypto Yuan as payment for oil is a shift in
global monetary power.

The BRICS monetary system is backed well by gold.

* Goldilocks

"BRICS expects Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Turkey to join group soon – Middle East Monitor"

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220714-brics-expects-egypt-saudi-arabia-and-turkey-to-jo
in-group-soon/
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Goldilocks 🧂, [7/16/2022 3:31 PM]
[Forwarded from Gold Telegraph]
Iran and Argentina have recently applied for a BRICS membership, and there have been
numerous reports of Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Egypt doing so as well.

Something to follow.

In May, China said it wanted to expand BRICS.

The world is changing.

Read: https://twitter.com/GoldTelegraph_/status/1548384298264211456

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 8:03 AM]
Nigeria Not Against Joining BRICS, It Is Possible In Future - Ambassador In Moscow -
UrduPoint
https://www.urdupoint.com/en/world/nigeria-not-against-joining-brics-it-is-poss-1537762.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 9:20 AM]
[Forwarded from Intel Slava Z]
 A trilateral summit of the leaders of Iran, Russia and Turkey will take place today.

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 9:22 AM]
☝BRICS
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Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 2:16 PM]
The Rise of BRICS: The Economic Giant that is Taking on the West - CounterPunch.org
https://www.counterpunch.org/2022/07/19/the-rise-of-brics-the-economic-giant-that-is-taking-on-
the-west/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/19/2022 2:17 PM]
Here’s why more countries are knocking on BRICS’ door
The growing charm of strength between Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS)
coupled with the loss of attraction in the West has led to more countries, including Iran a

https://www.iol.co.za/news/world/heres-why-more-countries-are-knocking-on-brics-door-b8e0d0
35-dfa6-46a1-8289-e3b8fedb6a0e

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/22/2022 12:50 AM]
G7 is beginning to get involved with liquidity pools. As we shift from one global economy to
another, you will be hearing more about this group of seven countries in the Western
hemisphere of the world.

BRICS is gaining traction in the Eastern hemisphere of the world.

Both provide liquidity pools stemming from various supportive assets inside a digital economy.

* Goldilocks

"The G7 was founded primarily to facilitate shared macroeconomic initiatives in response to
contemporary economic problems; the first gathering was centered around the Nixon shock, the
1970s energy crisis, and the ensuing global recession."

https://en.m.wikipedia.org › wiki
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Group of Seven - Wikipedia

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/22/2022 10:07 AM]
Liquidity pools are presently going out through the G7 in the West and the BRICS system in the
East.

Do you remember the smart contracts and the digital ledger transmissions we talked about a
couple of weeks ago going live on the QFS digital platform?

We have everything in place including major digital financial systems to put this digital economy
in place at this point through smart contracts and digital ledger transmissions on the global
digital banking platforms.

* Goldilocks

"In finance, a dark pool is a private forum for trading securities, derivatives, and other financial
instruments. Liquidity on these markets is called dark pool liquidity."  Wikipedia

What does a liquidity pool do?

"A liquidity pool is a digital pile of cryptocurrency locked in a smart contract. This results in
creating liquidity for faster transactions. A major component of a liquidity pool are automated
market makers (AMMs)."  Jun 7, 2022

https://www.coindesk.com › learn

What Are Liquidity Pools? - CoinDesk
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Goldilocks 🧂, [7/23/2022 7:51 AM]
BRICS Seeks to Elbow Dollar Out of International Trade
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2022/06/23/brics-seeks-elbow-dollar-out-international-trade/

Goldilocks 🧂, [7/31/2022 10:44 PM]
It is an East versus West matchup. Gold versus Fiat. As the dollar struggles to hold on to old
allies, gold is gaining traction through a new Brics monetary system.

Both Eastern and Western  platforms are rolling out this month the best they have to offer.

Plans are being executed. May the best monetary policies win.

* Goldilocks

New BRICS Currency Vs USD - A1 Trading Company
https://a1trading.com/new-brics-currency-vs-usd/

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/1/2022 1:28 AM]
Algeria hints at joining BRICS
https://swentr.site/news/559965-algeria-hints-at-joining-brics/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rs
s&utm_campaign=RSS

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/2/2022 4:54 PM]
"The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) announced an arrangement for domestic traders to settle
imports and exports in rupees, a move experts said is aimed at facilitating trade with
sanctions-hit Russia."
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Here we go. The BRICS Financial System of the Eastern Nations are about to be activated.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is allowing Global Trade Settlements in Rupees.

Watch their sovereign gold bonds closer now. Their SGB are the bridge from gold to paper
money through the digital economy.

You and I hold many of these currencies.

* Goldilocks

http://infobrics.org/post/36274/

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/3/2022 4:54 PM]
BRICS compete in their own sports events? Get the scoop!!
According to Russian Sports Minister Oleg Matytsin, the BRICS countries are considering
holding sporting events.

https://www.sportsunfold.com/brics-compete-in-their-own-sports-events-get-the-scoop-inside/

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/6/2022 4:14 PM]
[Forwarded from Gold Telegraph]
Turkish banks are now adopting Russian payments system…

Turkey is considering joining BRICS.

BRICS is working on new global reserve currency and alternative mechanism for international
payments.
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All these countries are stockpiling gold.

Read:
https://twitter.com/GoldTelegraph_/status/1556007424112345088?s=20&t=4g_jZSw18F5BKORij
JttSw

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/15/2022 11:23 AM]
The introduction of open finance and the implementation of digital currencies were the topics of
Brazil's Faebrabon Tech event.

"The Brazilian Federation of Banks (Febraban) is a non-profit organization that seeks to
strengthen the country's financial system to contribute to Brazil's development. Founded in
1967, Febraban represents 119 banks before governmental authorities of all levels. It also works
with the government to improve regulations, it develops initiatives to boost the sector's
productivity and works on helping the population to gain easier access to financial services and
products. Febraban is based in the city of São Paulo."

Brazil is one of the BRICS Nations. They are among the powerhouses of the new digital asset
banking system.

* Goldilocks

https://iupana.com/2022/08/15/the-brazilian-digital-banking-trends-coming-to-the-rest-of-latam/?l
ang=en

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/17/2022 1:43 PM]
China and Russia step up bid to challenge U.S. dollar's dominance - Nikkei Asia
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Markets/Currencies/China-and-Russia-step-up-bid-to-challenge
-U.S.-dollar-s-dominance
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Goldilocks 🧂, [8/18/2022 8:27 AM]
Even the lame stream media are praising BRICS nations. NCSWIC✨🍊
https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/news/what-would-brics-expansion-mean-emerging-markets

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/21/2022 12:47 PM]
G7 no more appealing to many.

BRICS becomes more appealing to more countries.
    

These are the countreis expressed interest in applying for membership.

Saudi Arabia 
Turkey 
Egypt 
Iran 
Argentina 
Indonesia 
Algeria 

https://twitter.com/MayaMajueran/status/1557750169172574208?s=20&t=VEjaMbZvrRwuq3oC
C5RtFw

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/21/2022 12:49 PM]
Algeria, Africa's Largest Natural Gas Exporter, Talks Of Joining BRICS
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"The BRICS interest us" as an alternative to traditional power centres, Algerian President
Abdelmadjid Tebboune said in a televised interview.

https://twitter.com/BRI_SL/status/1557704858173640709?s=20&t=aBX6witalIjv8PY6G3Lg3A

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/21/2022 12:50 PM]
BRICS Joint Statement on “Strengthen #BRICS
(https://mobile.twitter.com/hashtag/BRICS?src=hashtag_click) Solidarity and Cooperation,
Respond to New Features and Challenges in International Situation”   https://is.gd/LFkf20
(https://t.co/aegtGdHMxE)

https://twitter.com/EmbassyofRussia/status/1527592655475064837?s=20&t=alJnDAs4D6d1_S
g-3XrhYA

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/26/2022 8:19 AM]
BRICS President Purnina Anand said Russia and India no longer need the US dollar.

The two countries have "successfully established a mechanism for mutual settlements in rubles
and rupees."

Below are article links that leads to several other article links to describe the above.

* Goldilocks

https://article.wn.com/view-travelagents/2022/08/25/Russia_and_India_no_longer_need_US_do
llar_BRICS_president/

https://www.rt.com/business/561513-russia-india-dont-need-dollar/
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Goldilocks 🧂, [8/28/2022]
BRICS Nations Establishing A New Reserve Currency
Looking To Get Tapped In To Survive And Thrive In The Greatest Transfer Of Wealth In World
History?

https://youtu.be/jYhx1yPJaOA

Goldilocks 🧂, [8/29/2022 4:59 PM]
.

https://tass.com/economy/1499529

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/3/2022 1:11 PM]
The Standard Chartered Bank has National Electronics Fund Transfer (NEFT) payment systems
that are supporting bank branches around India.

This Indian Financial System has a new Code. It is used for Real Time Gross Settlements.

The IFSC code is 11 characters long, and the first four characters represents the Bank.

This move and activation will allow cross border international trading platforms to connect with
India and their Sovereign Gold Bonds on a broader scale through the QFS.

It can, also, provide the beginning stages of liquidity in the Brics Nations that holds many of the
currencies you and I intend to exchange.

© Goldilocks

https://www.inventiva.co.in/stories/standard-chartered-bank/
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Goldilocks 🧂, [9/4/2022 8:04 AM]
The New Development Bank inside the BRICS Financial System is emerging into a global
economic structure capable of meeting the needs of the eastern half of our world in ways the
Western Financial systems cannot.

The BRICS system is allowing them more say in the way they develop the Eastern culture
based on their personal values and desires to move forward in the new age of innovation and
exploration inside a global digital economy.

This move will bring about less dependence on the US dollar and International Settlements that
hinder the progression of the Eastern countries' desire to fully develop who they are within their
own financial structures.

As the US merges into their new digital banking system, we are witnessing the eastern half of
our world create their own banking structures that make sense to their way of life.

Both are going to be brought together through smart contracts that engage bilateral trade
relationships through a digital banking artificial intelligence structure.

The ISO 20022 will make these transactions possible within seconds of their engagement
through the use of Digital Ledger programs and digital assets making these connections
possible.

This is a month whereby the Old Guard hands over the keys to  the New Guard in the new
financial world. And, the process of the above mentioned executions well engage us into a new
way of banking never before seen in history.
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It is a process of trial and error that will commence for the rest of this year as integrating the full
global mechanisms are forged into new payment structures allowing seamless trades and
communication to formulate new pathways into the future.

© Goldilocks

https://valdaiclub.com/a/highlights/brics-new-development-bank-a-second-bretton-woods-/

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/5/2022 6:20 PM]
"Russian Ministry of Finance Announces Cryptocurrency Cross-Border Payments May Be
Imminent."

"On September 5th, Russian Deputy Finance Minister Alexei Moiseyev said in an interview with
Russia 24 TV channel that the Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Russia have reconsidered
their approach to cryptocurrencies and believe that In the near future it will be necessary to
legalize cross-border settlement of these currencies."

We now have India, Russia, and China coming out saying they are preparing for Cross Border
International trading.

This is 3 of 5 BRICS Nations telling us they are ready to roll out their new digital banking
system.

Do you see what's happening?

© Goldilocks

https://www.kitco.com/news/2022-09-05/Russia-to-allow-crypto-for-cross-border-payments-while
-China-expands-smart-contracts-on-its-e-CNY.html
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Goldilocks 🧂, [9/8/2022 4:10 PM]
"If the BRICS reserve currency were to succeed in bifurcating the global economy, and if the
Moscow World Standard were to upend the LBMA’s monopoly on gold pricing, then we may find
ourselves in a position to measure the value of our dollar-based assets on gold rather than the
other way around. The problem is, according to Butler, our equity values couldn’t settle at their
current levels."

Is a Global Gold Standard On The Horizon?
https://gsiexchange.com/is-a-global-gold-standard-on-the-horizon/

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/11/2022 1:25 AM]
Weighing Up Options: Will Algeria Join BRICS?: http://infobrics.org/post/36541/ via
@bricsmedia

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/17/2022 11:44 AM]
Yes, the Old Financial System is going away forever. The New Gold Backed Digital Economy
known as the Quantum Financial System is about to emerge.

Watch the markets closely. As one financial system falls apart a new one will be rising at the
same time.

Gold will back the new global digital system.

Watch The BRICS System.

© Goldilocks
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Goldilocks 🧂, [9/18/2022 5:33 PM]
Another example of the BRICS Nations stepping up to the plate ahead of the digital dollar.

REIT real estate is a global opportunity. A real estate investment trust is a company that owns
and usually operates income-producing real estate anywhere in the world.

© Goldilocks

https://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/india-may-soon-get-first-real-estate-invest
ment-trust-of-retail-assets-jll-122091700752_1.html

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/24/2022 8:20 AM]
What's really going on with brics?

The US dollar’s supremacy and us global leadership have been increasingly questioned since
the 2007–2008 global financial crisis. the fact that this crisis originated in the united states
raised concerns about the reliability of us leadership and the rationality of preserving the dollar’s
hegemonic position in the global financial system.

President Putin of Russia announced the new brics world reserve currency and they are
currently preparing for its release.

* The Morgan Report

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/24/2022 8:26 AM]
In his recent address
(https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/brics-working-on-new-glo
bal-reserve-currency-and-alternative-mechanism-for-intl-payments-vladimir-putin/articleshow/92
407851.cms) to the BRICS Business Forum, Russian President Vladimir Putin stated that the
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minilateral member states were working on developing a new global reserve currency. It is
presumed that this global reserve currency, containing the national currencies of the BRICS
member states, will be an alternative to the International Monetary Fund’s Special Drawing
Right (SDR).

https://www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/brics-reserve-currency/

Goldilocks 🧂, [9/25/2022 10:10 AM]
"Wang said the BRICS member states – Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa – should
resist severing supply chains and creating barriers in science and technology, and work towards
building an open-world economy so as to achieve stronger, greener, and healthier global
development."

https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2022/09/24/689775/China-BRICS-decoupling
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